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Pawel Son Ngo
Director of Advertising Documentaries

With pleasure I am writing this recommendation letter for Pawel who worked with our
company December 2012 - January 2013.

I am personally pleased of this cooperation during preproduction and realization of
advertising documentaries. Pawel's experience as a film producer allowed him to take more
duties in preparatory time - he could quickly organize extras and helped in managing
locations.

Pawel is predisposed to work under time pressure what can be proven by number of video
clips made for our agency and company's clients. Pawel also made professional contact with
agency and crew. In addition to that he was flexible - without problems he could adapt
producing and directing to requirements.
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Pawel Son Ngo
Director of Advertising Documentaries

Pawel Son Ngo during two months - December 2012 & January 2013 - cooperated with our
agency as a freelance director. Even shortly, we are very pleased of this opportunity and I am
thrilled to recommend his work.

In this time Pawel helped in changing company's image as a director of short documentaries
of advertising campaigns. He worked for brands eg: Orange Poland, PKP Intercity, Ubi soft,
Esprit, Nokia, AXA. I strongly believe that Pawel's marketing education had good influence
on understanding briefs and client's needs.

Pawel is professional person who consider duties as a priority. In addition to that Pawel has
open and creative mind which helped him to work quickly: preparing scripts and shooting.

We would like to more cooperate with Pawel but of course we support his plans and future
career. This is the reason for writing recommendation letter.

Marcin Wierzbicki
Business Director
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